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Mind the gap - Handouts!

by!

José 31, Jacob 27, !
Majd 25, Artsem 23, !

Åslaug 22, Rebecca 18  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The Script (GM Version)! 2!                         

The Script (Old Actors Version)! 3!                 

The Script (Young Actors)! 4!                       
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!
THE SCRIPT (GM VERSION)!

This is the cheapest play to set up in the world.!

ACTORS!
Judge (market owner): An old person.  
Jury (shop owners): Jealous of the lover.  
Lover (criminal): Is in love with the heart.  
Heart (judges daughter): The lover stole her.  
Vultures (optional):  Want the lover to steal the heart.!

ON STAGE!
!The judge, jury and the lover 
!Heart and Vultures (optional)!

SCENE X.!
!The judgment takes place in a market.  
"The lover is accused of stealing the heart. 
"The lover is given the hardest sentence in the kingdom "
"ever."

Lover  
!The Heart doesn’t belong to you.!

Jury  
!How can you say that?!

Judge  
!Order in the court (Loud). Will the jury speak out ! !
there conclusion.!

(The jury rises)."

Jury (at the same time)  
!What you did can NEVER be accepted! You are going to ! !
the Tower of PARUS.!

Judge  
!The jury has spoken!!

Lover (Begging)!

!
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THE SCRIPT (OLD ACTORS VERSION)!

This is the BEST play in the world and everybody knows that.!

ACTORS!
Judge (market owner): An old person.  
Jury (shop owners): Jealous of the lover.  
Lover (criminal): Is in love with the heart.  
Heart (judges daughter): The lover stole her.  
Vultures (optional):  Want the lover to steal the heart.!

ON STAGE!
!The judge, jury and the lover 
!Heart and Vultures (optional)!

SCENE X.!
!The judgment takes place in a market.  
"The lover is accused of stealing the heart. 
"The lover is given the hardest sentence in the kingdom "
"ever."

Lover  
! The Heart doesn’t belong to you.!

Jury  
! How can you say that?!

Judge  
! Order in the court (Loud). Will the jury speak out there ! ! !
conclusion.!

(The jury rises)."

Jury (at the same time)  
!What you did can NEVER be accepted! You are going to the Tower of !
! PARUS.!

Judge  
!The jury has spoken!!

Lover (Begging)"

!
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!
THE SCRIPT (YOUNG ACTORS)!

This is the BEST classic play in the world and everybody knows 
that.!

ON STAGE!
!The judge, jury and the lover 
!Heart and Vultures (optional)!

SCENE X.!
"The lover is accused of stealing the heart. 
"The lover is given the hardest sentence in the kingdom "
"ever."

Lover  
!The Heart doesn’t belong to you.!

Jury  
!How can you say that?!

Judge  
!Order in the court (Loud). Will the jury speak out ! !
there conclusion.!

(The jury rises)."

Jury (at the same time)  
!What you did can NEVER be accepted! You are going to ! !
the Tower of PARUS.!

Judge  
!The jury has spoken!!

Lover (Begging)!


